Princess Ellie's Summer Holiday. Series: The Pony-Mad Princess: Book 11 By Diana Kimpton. Princess Ellie's Summer Holiday. Chapter One. "It looks wonderful," yelled Princess Ellie, as she stared out of the helicopter window. She had to shout to be heard above the roar of the engine. "Fantastic!" agreed her best friend, Kate, at the top of her voice. They both stared down, watching the tropical island come closer and closer. Its hills were covered with thick, green jungle, and blue sea lapped gently on its white, sandy beaches. It looked like the perfect place for a summer holiday. There was Pony-Crazed Princess: Princess Ellie Takes Charge - Book #7 by Diana Kimpton. 

Princess Ellie is pony-mad! Riding is her favourite thing, even on holiday. Ellie and her best friend, Kate, are staying on a wonderful tropical island with sandy beaches, a sparkling sea and best of all a riding stable! If only they didn't have to share the ponies with bossy Princess Clara. But when Clara gets into trouble it's up to Ellie and Kate to come to the rescue. show more.